# Minor in American Studies

**SSAS**

**Required Courses – 18 credits**

Select six of the following courses:

- [ ] SS2500 The American Experience (3)
- [ ] SS2600 American Government & Politics (3)
- [ ] SS2610 Law and Society (3)
- [ ] SS3500 Modern American History (3)
- [ ] SS3505 Military History of the U.S. (3)
- [ ] SS3510 History of American Technology (3)
- [ ] SS3511 History of Science in America (3)
- [ ] SS3512 Building America (3)
- [ ] SS3515 History of American Architecture (3)
- [ ] SS3520 U.S. Environmental History (3)
- [ ] SS3521 Energy in America (3)
- [ ] SS3530 The Automobile in America (3)
- [ ] SS3540 The History of Michigan (3)
- [ ] SS3541 The Copper Country (3)
- [ ] SS3600 American Foreign Policy (3)
- [ ] SS3630 Environmental Policy and Politics (3)
- [ ] SS3660 Constitutional Law (3)
- [ ] SS3660 Constitutional Law (3)
- [ ] SS3700 Industry and Society (3)
- [ ] SS3710 Social Problems (3)
- [ ] SS3750 Social Inequality (3)
- [ ] SS3760 Human Dimensions of Natural Res. (3)
- [ ] SS3800 Energy Technology and Policy (3)
- [ ] SS3950 Topics in American History (3)
- [ ] SS4000 Independent Study (readings or research on American history, society, and politics) (1-3)
- [ ] SS4100 American Indian Political Issues (3)
- [ ] HU3510 The American Novel (3)

**Minimum Credits Required = 18**

**Total Credits ______**

Courses listed in this minor have the following prerequisites (shown in parenthesis). Concurrency is illustrated by the letter C:

- SS3510 (UN2002), SS3700 (UN2002), SS3515 (UN1002 or UN1003), SS3520 (UN2002), SS3530 (UN2002), SS3540 (UN1002 or UN1003), SS3551 (UN2002), SS3550 (UN1002 or UN1003), SS3630 (UN2002), SS3760 (UN2002), HU3150 ((UN1002 or UN1003) and UN2001), SS3800 (UN2002), SS3950 (UN1002 or UN1003), SS2610 (UN1002 C or UN1003 C), SS3660 (UN2002 and (SS2600 C or SS2610) C), SS3541 (UN1002 or UN1003), SS3600 (UN2002), SS3750 (UN2002)
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